ParseKey+ is an approach to a new highly secure and safe authentication service. The scheme provides secure authentication process for both server and client sides. It employs hash to hide the encrypted key in a key file retrievable only by the other side knowing the indices and lengths of the sub-keys hidden inside ParseKey+ file. The ParseKey+ file itself is also encrypted by the password of the other party in authentication service using a symmetric encryption method. We wish to implement the ParseKey+ authentication system with limited resources on AVR microcontrollers. More sophisticated versions of these families of microcontrollers are widely used in PDAs, new generation of mobile phones and various embedded devices. Implementation of ParseKey+ allows securing Internet communication and transactions on above-mentioned devices in addition to providing a highly secure mechanism for implementing very low-cost hardware USB keys for online banking applications.
INTRODUCTION
Information is the core of today's business. Organizations possess critical or sensitive information. Information must be protected because it has value, and that value comes from the characteristics of the information. Firstly, information security ensures that protective tools are properly implemented. Secondly, information security is intended to protect the information. In order to increase the security of an authentication service, additional security steps besides exchanging username/password are needed. The ParseKey+ authentication service uses transposition of scattered sub-keys in uniform random noise for key encryption and then encrypts the key file itself using a symmetric encryption method; it safely authenticates legitimate servers and clients to each other. ParseKey+ is improved by using transposition of scattered subkeys in uniform random noise spread over a ParseKey+ file [1] .
In the rest of this paper we introduce cryptography in section II. Section III displays the proposed authentication method for limited resource platforms also supplying an example use case. Section IV concludes this paper.
CRYPTOGRAPHY
Cryptography is the process of translating data into a scrambled code that can be sent across a public or private network. Cryptography plays a central role in modern authentication and single sign-on systems. It is used in various ways from generating certificates, signatures, protecting data and traffic to storing credentials locally in a secure manner. The most common cryptographic transformations are briefly explained in the following.
Hash and Message Authentication
Mathematically the significant property of hash-functions is collision resistance [2] . This means that if a hash-function is collision free, no two different messages can hash to the identical hash-value. Because of which the hash of a message M, H (M) can act as a "fingerprint" -like unique identifying value of the message M. Hashes are typically used for storing passwords, message authentication and verifying the signatures of electronic documents. The two typical hash algorithms used are Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA) and Message Digest 5 (MD5) [3] .
A hash code can be used to provide message authentication i.e. integrity checking by appending the hash code as redundant data to the message M. Using a plain hash of the data is in itself insufficient, and therefore, a secret component needs to be added to the hashed message. These hash-functions are called keyedhashes or message authentication functions [3] .
The most common symmetric cryptography algorithms in use today are the Data Encryption Standard (DES) and 3DES -a variant of DES with a triple length encryption key. More recent symmetric encryption algorithms include IDEA, Blowfish, Two Fish, Rijndael, etc. Rijndael won the contest to become the Advanced Encryption Standard [11] , for the US National Institute of Standards and Technology. All of these newer algorithms use longer encryption keys than DES, which makes them much harder to compromise if no vulnerabilities in the algorithms themselves Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. SIN '11, November 14-19, 2011 
Hardware Implementation
Efficient and secure implementation of cryptographic algorithms requires solid support of hardware. In that sense, and towards our intended application domain, we evaluated the Atmel AVR family of microcontrollers.
The Atmel AVR family includes a huge number of microcontrollers with varying features and packaging factors. Implementation of a hardware platform supporting various security protocols and functions needed in ParseKey+ in addition to providing a communication media to interchange data with PC requires a powerful yet inexpensive controller. Firstly, ATmega32
[10] was chosen as main microcontroller. This microcontroller is one of the most famous ones in the family of 8-bit Atmel AVR products and it is compatible with many protocols that are needed while implementing ParseKey+ algorithm. Therefore, the board was designed to support SD card and USB connection in addition to some other peripherals for a general purpose development board. However, the board which was implemented had problem in size which was not very suitable for pocket-size security keys. In addition, The USB protocol on ATmega32 microcontroller was not fully compatible with the host OS.
In this respect, some other microcontrollers from AVR 8bit family were evaluated. ATmega32U4 is the best candidate among all choices. This inexpensive microcontroller supports USB protocol naturally [11] . It is a low-power CMOS 8-bit microcontroller based on the AVR enhanced RISC architecture. By executing powerful instructions in a single clock cycle, the ATmega32U4 achieves throughputs approaching 1 MIPS per MHz allowing the system designed to optimize power consumption versus processing speed.
PROPOSED METHOD
Producing a device as a pair of Key and Lock is known as an important concern in security science. In this research we wish to implement ParseKey+ on compatible AVR microcontroller supporting a USB connection to the host. Some AVRs provide built-in AES256 hardware module. ATmega32U4 [7] was chosen as the base microcontroller in this research. This family of microcontrollers has built-in USB 2.0 port; AES256, and other required functions could be also easily implemented.
ParseKey+ is designed as an authentication mechanism of OTPnature with a twist. In successive logins, the strategy used in ParseKey+ does not change the key; but, the positions and lengths of scattered sub-keys in a uniformly-distributed random-noise key file will change. Both the Client and the Server have their private keys. Each is created from a seed by a one-way hash function at their respective sides. Verification of each side is done by extracting the sub-keys according to the positions (indices) and the lengths of sub-keys kept in the other side's database. Clearly this is in addition to the usual practice of username and password control. Furthermore, the password of each side is kept as hash hexadecimal stream, which is compared against the online hash generation of input stream. In this approach, a dual-side mechanism is used to meet secure mutual authentication requirements.
The ParseKey+ authentication approach involves both server and client actively. At the beginning of the communication for authentication, server interacts with the client, supplying the server's username concatenated with timestamp, and the password altogether encrypted by client name. The client authentication service verifies the server-provided data against that kept in the client DB; if matched, the client sends back the client-name with the new timestamp and a uniquely generated client-side password for that server, which is encrypted by username. If the server can verify the client's data then it returns an acknowledgement message. Having received acknowledgement, the client returns the server's decrypted ParseKey+ file (which was saved in DB at the last login after having encrypted using the server's password hash). The server uses the ParseKey+ file to retrieve the key and compare it against the key kept in server's memory device [8] . Salient aspects of ParseKey+ and an implementation of it on a limited resource platform are covered below. 
Data store and Retrieval
ParseKey+ data file contains fields such as index lengths (ILs), keys, etc [9] . In this process a record of information needs to be retrieved and updated to the new shape. The record structure can be kept as raw data on disk in a file. Variable Field (VF) and Delimited Field (DF) approaches are both suitable for implementation of the record structure. In both cases it is required to keep the file on an embedded disk and make it accessible for future updates. Therefore, file and directory structure, create and remove file functions, and read and write functions are implemented with limited buffer size while storing or retrieving raw data on disk due to limited SRAM memory capacity. On the other hand, micro SD Card is used to keep the ParseKey+ data file. ParseKey record structure is limited to few kilobytes and therefore 1GB SD card may contain few hundred thousands of unique credentials without any problem.
Several code implementations were tested on Atmega32U4 microcontroller and finally an AVR Studio compatible code was chosen. The reason to choose AVR Studio as the compiler were firstly the standard main stream Atmel company has provided; secondly, many developers provide their codes in this platform; finally, it is an open-source compiler, free of charge providing an on-chip debugger functionality.
Database
Today over 98% of all available microprocessors are part of embedded systems [12] , [13] . ParseKey+ scheme needs a database system to select/update or delete ParseKey+ records. Quite a few ready DBMS software are available which can manage the server side requirement. However, the smallest footprint database for embedded applications requires about 100KB of SRAM for BTree indices and inter-buffer exchanges. To overcome this storage size problem, we tested various databases specifically designed for embedded systems. It is noted that there is no single available DBMS for small footprint microcontrollers such as the one we use. Smart Card DBMS [14] , Stones DB [15] , IBM DB2 Everyplace [16] , LGeDBMS [17] and TinyDB [18] were checked for compatibility. Each of these has been developed to serve a specific application. Moreover, each of above-mentioned database systems is designed for a specific embedded platform and it does not work on any other hardware. Therefore, designing a universal and efficient database supporting 8-bit AVR microcontrollers is necessary.
Teensy2 USB Development Board
Among various candidates for small size yet powerful and inexpensive hardware against the design we had provided earlier, Teensy2 is considered as the best choice. The Teensy2 USB Development Board is a complete USB-based microcontroller development system. In this board ATmega32U4 used as microcontroller. This microcontroller embeds an internal serial to USB convertor [19] . Figure 1 shows Teensy2 development board. Teensy board has a separate Micro SD adaptor. This adaptor allows designer to use Gigabytes of flash memory with development board.
It was necessary to update the firmware several times during development phase. Teensy2 allows on-board programming of the chipset without necessarily unplugging it. Teensy2 development board has special bootloader (the modified version of the bootloader provided by Atmel) to flash or rewrite the program on the microcontroller. Teensy2 bootloader only requires synchronizing with compiler to execute the compiled code on ATmega32U4 microcontroller
The ParseKey+ Approach is an enhancement over the ParseKey [5] . The ordinary ParseKey approach is an authentication mechanism for server side only. ParseKey+ approach provides authentication mechanism for both server and client sides: the server is assured of client's genuineness, and, at the same time, the protocol guaranties that a legitimate server is communicating with the client. Thus, ParseKey+ guaranties trusted communication between a server and a client each being certain of the other's authenticity. As with OTP, ParseKey+ counters the most important shortcoming associated with the traditional passwords, namely the replay attack [20] . 
FINDINGS, CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In order to increase the security of an authentication service, procedures in addition to exchanging username & password are needed. This study tries to implement ParseKey+, a multi-way strong authentication procedure, as an operative approach to mutual client / server impersonation avoidance into microcontroller. ParseKey+ is improved by using transposition of scattered sub-keys in uniform random noise spread over a ParseKey+ file. The files for user and server are changed at each user session; therefore, it also guarantees unique login in addition to countering replay attack.
The new approach has less complexity than other OTP schemes, and decryption of transferred information is infeasible. More Encrypted new ParseKey+ importantly, it avoids client and server impersonations in addition to avoiding replay attack while the OTP schemes are shown to be vulnerable.
Compared to other approaches, the space-usage wise cost efficiency of ParseKey+ is rather low for data transfer purpose. This is due to redundancy introduced into the ParseKey+ File. However, the superb security provided by ParseKey+ is desired in certain operations requiring heightened concerns such as key exchange and is cases where fake server may not be tolerable.
Comparative cipher analysis indicates that ParseKey+ performs better than current OTP schemes. Additionally, we believe that ParseKey+ provides better security in less computation time in comparison against X.509 based authentication schemes.
This development board can be used as a security dongle for servicing better and safer authentication instead of traditional services and smart cards. In addition, clients can merge all their smart cards and keys into one unit. This opportunity decreases associated separate documents and electronic gadgets, thereupon increase security.
As mentioned before, this implementation designed to connect with plug-in service or a host program to the operating system. We wish to write similar applications for other operating systems in future.
As the future work, we wish to enhance ParseKey+ scheme using steganography method. We would like to merge new approach and steganography method and hide data into a multimedia package (streamed video, photo, voice etc.) rather than keeping the information in ParseKey+ data file.
